In this issue of Neuron, Collins et al. (2018) delineate the functional circuit architecture connecting the prefrontal cortex with two major thalamic territories, the mediodorsal and ventromedial.
The last decade has witnessed major advances in artificial intelligence (AI), with algorithms that rival humans on a variety of tasks such as visual object categorization, transcribing voice to text, and playing ''go.'' Key to these successes are AI architectures known as deep convolutional neural networks, hierarchically stacked functions that serially transform input data based on output-specified goals. Early development of these networks was inspired by the hierarchical organization of the primate visual system, but strikingly, some recent architectures can now generate responses that are hierarchically matched to those observed across the primate ventral visual stream (Yamins et al., 2014) .
In neuroscience, the quest for biological intelligence has similarly focused on cortical function and how neural representations are transformed across cortical hierarchies. In this framework, primary sensory cortical areas are algorithmic entry points, receiving sensory data via the thalamus (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991) . Because sensory thalamic responses are almost identical to those observed in afferent sensory organs, and because they drive thalamo-recipient cortical neural representations, the idea that the thalamus functions as a relay became quite popular. In addition, this particular description of thalamo-cortical interactions became a defining ingredient of the canonical cortical microcircuit ( Figure 1A ). According to this view, the thalamus sits at the very base of the cortical hierarchy, with cognitively relevant transformations carried out downstream.
Although this description may very well fit thalamic circuits that receive their primary excitatory inputs from sensory organs, most thalamic territories are devoid of such inputs. An important example is the mediodorsal thalamus (MD), one of the largest nuclei of the primate brain, and one which receives its primary excitatory inputs from the prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Mitchell and Chakraborty, 2013) . The PFC is thought to reside at the very top of the cortical hierarchy, providing cognitive control signals that regulate sensorimotor transformations throughout the brain (Miller and Cohen, 2001) . Recent electrophysiological recordings of taskperforming animals have shown that, under certain conditions, MD neurons encode cognitive variables distinct from those in the PFC, and that boosting these signals does not alter the specificity of cortical representations (Schmitt et al., 2017) . These findings bolster an older idea that thalamic signals outside of primary sensory regions may exert a modulatory effect on cortical representations rather than directly drive them (R. Llinas, personal communication) and is consistent with recent anatomical findings that individual MD neurons project diffusely to the PFC ( Figure 1B ), as opposed to the spatially compact projections seen across many sensory systems ( Figure 1C ). In this issue of Neuron, Collins et al. (2018) use a number of cutting-edge experimental approaches that together provide important mechanistic insights into the modulatory nature of thalamic inputs to PFC.
The study focused on reciprocal microcircuit connectivity between the PFC and MD, as well as another thalamic nucleus, the ventromedial thalamus (VM). Similar to the MD, the VM is not a primary sensory thalamic nucleus and is thought to be reciprocally connected to many cortical areas in addition to the PFC (both motor and sensory regions). Collins et al. (2018) began by performing anatomical connectivity studies using both anterograde and retrograde tracing, which revealed that many PFC neurons innervate both MD and VM through bifurcating axons. Most cortico-thalamic projection neurons originated in layer 6, but some were also from layer 5. Next, the authors performed optogenetic PFC terminal activation in acute slices and noted that such manipulation was sufficient to drive spiking in both MD and VM neurons. They also noted that the bulk of cortico-thalamic synaptic connections (those from layer 6) were facilitating. They then examined the projections from MD to the PFC and found that these thalamo-cortical connections preferentially targeted cortico-cortical neurons, rather than those projecting back to the thalamus. Such preferential targeting of local excitatory neurons may be relevant for the finding that MD inputs enhance local effective connectivity within the PFC (Schmitt et al., 2017) . Interpreting this effect as one that gives rise to a modulatory impact on cortical state rather than one that drives representations is also consistent with Collins et al. (2018) 's finding that these thalamo-cortical connections are strongly depressing. Nonetheless, MD-dependent enhanced excitability of cortico-cortical neurons may ultimately ''close the cortico-thalamo-cortical loop,'' as these local neurons provide monosynaptic inputs onto cortico-thalamic ones ( Figure 1D) . Combined, these results may be relevant to ultimately understanding the functional scaffold upon which task-specific reverberatory activity arises in frontal thalamo-cortical circuits. Interestingly, they are consistent with the Collins et al. (2018) show that the PFC sends bifurcating axonal projections to both MD and VM. Cortico-thalamic inputs strongly activate neurons in both nuclei, where L6 inputs utilize facilitating synapses and L5 inputs utilize depressing ones. MD inputs preferentially targets cortico-cortical neurons in L2/3 and L5. Overall, thalamo-cortical synapses from both nuclei are strongly depressing. (E) Crick and Koch's no strong loop hypothesis. The thalamus that receives strong driving cortical input from cortex sends modulatory inputs back to avoid strong directed loops. Our interpretation of Crick and Koch's formulation given data discussed throughout this preview.
''no strong loop hypothesis'' introduced by Crick and Koch regarding thalamic circuits that receive driving cortical inputs sending modulatory inputs to avoid strong drivedrive loops ( Figure 1E ) (Crick and Koch, 1998) . Given that functional circuit configurations can be sensitive to dynamical changes in inhibitory tone, short-term plasticity, and neuromodulation, and because it is practically impossible to accurately measure all these variables in the behaving brain, let alone mimic their effects in an acute slice preparation, how exactly do studies like Collins et al. (2018) inform our understanding of cognitive computations? The answer is likely to lie in the ability of these functional anatomy studies to constrain circuit models of such computations. That is, these studies play an extremely valuable role in guiding the development of models that capture how neural architectures such as those embedded within fronto-thalamic systems run cognitive algorithms related to working memory, attention, or decision making. Whether such models are of spiking neurons and are intended to capture the biophysical interactions between the MD and PFC, or whether they abstract away the biophysical details but capture the more general algorithmic structure, they all require constraints on the strength of coupling within and across regions, as well as how these values change over time. As such, it would be particularly interesting if future studies monitor and manipulate the impact of thalamic inputs on distinct types of interneurons as well as the activation of specific intra-or longrange cortical projections. Experiments of such flavor have the potential to reveal thalamic involvement in intra-cortical plasticity (Williams and Holtmaat, 2018) , which may explain changes in prefrontal representations and dynamics at behaviorally relevant timescales.
So where does the thalamus fit in the cortical hierarchy? The answer will depend on exactly which thalamus is in question. While the LGN is likely to be at the bottom of everyday object recognition algorithms, the MD thalamus does not appear to be at the bottom of many cognitive hierarchies that involve the PFC. Instead, by receiving inputs from a subset of PFC neurons, MD neurons may generate modulatory outputs that target that cortical subset and/or others, altering the input/output function of task-relevant PFC ensembles and thereby sustaining or switching cognitive representations. We are just beginning to understand what these computations are and more studies such as Collins' will be of great value to constrain the emerging models.
As a final thought, it is becoming quite obvious that just like neuroscience has been quite useful to the early development of AI, insight from AI can now be helpful in understanding how the brain runs cognitive algorithms. Therefore, interactions between the two fields should be encouraged. In fact, synergies and progress in these two related human enterprises may not only help us understand how the brain generates the mind, but also accelerate the creation of machines that are truly intelligent, augmenting humanity itself and moving society forward in ways that we may not yet be able to imagine.
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